INDUSTRIAL PROJECT INCUBATOR

COUPLING AT SCALE EXPERIMENTATION
AND NON LINEAR THERMO-MECHANICAL FINITE ELEMENT (FE) MODEL
TO INCREASE TITANIUM SUPER PLASTIC FORMING (SPF) TOOL LIFETIME.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Demands from titanium SPF industry for longer tool lifetime at higher
production rate
High temperature cycles that generate thermal gradients in the tool
Crack occurrence on the tool (see picture 1) that leads to non conformities
on the molded product

Figure 2: Ferrynox 37 thermo-mechanical properties
The first heating measurements are used to calibrate the FE model (see Fig3). Then,
other thermal cycles are tested such as fast cool downs with the opening of the oven.
Measurements on the part and FEA predictions are compared to validate the model
(see Fig 4).
Picture 1: Crack in a radius on the forming surface

AIM OF STUDY
The SPF tools are working under harsh thermomechanical conditions: high
temperature and loads (up to 900°C and 60 bars)
The forming process can be divided in several steps including heatings, fast cooling
downs, pressure applications (see Fig 1)

Figure 3: Calibrating the FE Model
with the first heating

Figure 4: Validating the FE Model
with the full thermal cycle

NUMERICAL STUDY
The thermal results are implemented in a FE nonlinear thermo-mechanical model.
The calculated plastic strains are compared to the real crack localization. Then the
part design is modified to decrease the plasticity occurrence.

Figure 1: Thermo-mechanical cycles undergone by SPF tool.
A representative FE thermo-mechanical model (software: NX Nastran)has to be
set up to define the stresses generated by the complex forming process and
extract the parameters causing the cracks. Then this model could be used to
optimize the tool to increase its lifetime.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
The figure 1 shows the theoretical thermal instructions but during the heating
and cooling down steps, conduction, air convection and radiation are occurring. To
characterize the effective thermal behavior of the SPF tool and develop a FE model
representative of the actual process, a full-scale test is performed. Thermal cycles
are generated while temperature measurements on the parts are made.

Figure 5: Plastic strain
vs time during 10min cool down

Figure 6: Design modification
and its influence on plastic strains

CONCLUSIONS
Picture 2: Thermocouples are set up to define
the thermal repartition during the process.

Picture 3: SPF tools during a cool down due to
oven opening

FEA results are dependent of the non linear thermo-mechanical property laws
implemented in the model such as elasto-visco-plasticity (Hooke-Kelvin- Maxwell)
,thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, heat capacity. As our material (FerryNox 37)
is developed internally for this application, it is hard to find these specific properties
on these temperature ranges. Our material laboratory equipment allows us to define
these laws (see Fig 2).

This study allowed us to :
Define non linear material thermo-visco-elastic laws
Calibrate and validate FE model with full scale tests
Predict the area where the cracks have the more probability to occur
Use this model to optimize the part design and increase its lifetime
The next step is to define a fixed strain limit to predict precisely the crack
occurrence.
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